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Get Ready For Servicing 
The New Holley 2280 

We'll help you get acquainted with this new 
carburetor by identifying all the important 
external and internal components as we disas
semble them. Important service tips are re
layed to you as well as coverage of the float
setting adjustment and the external adjust
ments which can be performed on the bench 
or only on the car. This Reference Book, along 
with the Service Manual. will give you all the 
service information needed to handle the 2280. 

The Holley 2280 is a new two-barrel carburetor 
for 1978 You'll find it on Federal and Canadian 
models with 318 ELB engines equipped with 
automatic transmissions. In other words, you'll 
be seeing quite a number of these, so it's best 
to familiarize yourself with all its important 
components, adjustments and service, which 
are vital factors for good driveability and 
proper emission control. 

We support 
NIASE Voluntary 
Mechanic's Certification. 
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In order to familiarize you with the Holley 2280, 
we'll run through a disassembly, pointing out 
valuable service tips. 

EXTERNAL COMPONENTS 

In appearance, the Holley 2280 bears a resem
blance to the familiar Carter BBD carburetor. 
The major difference is in the Holley's light
weight aluminum casting which offers greater 
resistance to high underhood temperatures. 
Figure 1 identifies the major external compo
nents. Notice that the curb-idle speed screw 
has a slotted hex-head as opposed to a cross
head used on the fast-idle speed screw. This 
makes it easier for you to identify the two 
screws when reaching under the air cleaner to 
set the adjustments. 

REPAIR STAND PROTECTS 
THROTTLE VALVES 
Before you disassemble the carburetor, be sure 
to place it on a repair stand to protect the 
throttle valves from damage. It also provides 
you a good, stable base for working. 

LINKAGES ARE SIMILAR 
The external linkages are similar to those used 
on our other carburetors. When removing the 
accelerator pump linkage, be sure to note that 
it is positioned in the inside hole of the acceler
ator pump arm. The fast-idle cam lever and the 
connector link are easily removed. 

When you remove the choke vacuum dia
phragm, disconnect the hose at the car
buretor to avoid bending the nipple on the 
diaphragm. The choke vacuum diaphragm and 
the link are serviced as a complete assembly. 

Be careful when you use carburetor cleaning 
solvent on the diaphragm housing. Do not im
merse the diaphragm in the solvent as internal 
damage will result. 

INTERNAL COMPONENTS 

WATCH OUT FOR THE SPRING 
When you're removing the bowl vent cover 
plate, do it carefully. Underneath is a spring 
ready to pop out. When you raise the cover, be 
careful to catch the spring. This procedure will 
come in handy when you have to get inside the 
bowl for on-the-car adjustments. Remove the 

six retaining screws and separate the air horn 
from the main body. 

ACTU ATING ARM AND BOWL 
VENT VALVE LEVER 
With the cover plate and spring off, a number 
of levers, clips and other components are visi
ble. The actuating arm, which the spring rests 
upon, rotates on a small hinge pin, and the arm 
and pin are kept in place by a retaining clip. 
The arm operates the spring-loaded bowl vent 
valve lever to open and close the valve. 

To remove the actuating arm, simply use a 
needle-nose pliers to lift the hinge pin from the 
slot. The bowl vent valve lever is removed by 
lifting the spring and the valve lever with its pin 
and spring straight up and out of the air-horn 
body. 

CLEARANCE IS IM PORTANT 
One item you should notice is the clearance 
between the actuating arm and bowl vent valve 
lever. This clearance is important for proper 
bowl vent opening. Adjustment is done on-the
car by bending the bowl vent valve lever either 
up or down. This changes the amount and 
timing of the bowl vent opening in relation to 
throttle movement. We'll cover the adjustment 
procedure in the External Carburetor Adjust
ments section of this reference book. 

"C" LINK CONNECTS OPERATING LEVER 
TO ACCELERATOR PUMP 
Inside the air-horn bowl is the operating lever 
for both the accelerator pump and the mechan
ical power valve. This lever moves in conjunc-

Fig. 2- Operating lever moves push rod and pump 
plunger 
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tion with throttle opening and plays an impor
tant part in the proper operation of the 
accelerator pump and the mechanical power 
valve. The operating lever uses a "C' link to 
connect it to the accelerator pump assembly. In 
the event you need to remove the entire accel
erator pump assembly, disconnecting the link 
from the arm is easy. However, reinstalling the 
"C" link is a little more difficult because the 
spring-loaded accelerator pump assembly 
must be compressed to connect the "C" link to 
the plunger rod. In addition, the work area is 
tight, so you'll have to exercise patience when 
reconnecting it. Remember when reinstalling 
the 'C" link that the open side faces the fuel 
inlet valve. 

CUP IS SERVICED SEPARATELY 
While we're discussing the accelerator pump 
assembly, you'll notice that the assembly fea
tures a nylon plunger stem and a separate viton 
cup. The cup is serviced separately without 
having to remove the entire assembly from the 
air-horn body. Cup removal is done by cutting 
the old one and removing 1t from the stem. This 
prevents damage which could result from forc
ing the cup off the stem either by hand or by 
using a screwdriver. A new cup can be easily 
slipped over the stem. 

Fig. 3-Viton pump cup is easy to replace 

ADJUSTMENT SCREW SETS T IMING 
Also located in the operating lever is an adjust
ment screw which contacts the mechanical 
power valve push rod. This screw adjusts the 
timing for opening the mechancial power valve 
in relation to throttle movement. We'll cover 
this adjustment in the External Carburetor Ad-

justments section. Incidentally, if you need to 
remove the operating lever, it is held in position 
by a shaft which is secured by an "E" clip 
located externally on the accelerator pump 
lever. 

LOCATOR PINS ON AIR-HORN BODY 
With the air-horn body inverted, you'll notice it 
has locator pins for easier gasket fitting and for 
easier reassembly to the main body. Be sure to 
place a new gasket on the air-horn body before 
you reinstall it. 

Fig. 4 - Locator pins make gasket installation easier 

GENTLY PRY OFF PLASTIC CAP 
The mechanical power valve push rod and 
spring assembly are easily removed by first 
gently prying off the plastic cap A screwdriver 
blade will fit into the slot allowing you to pry, 
then hft, the cap off. With the cap off, remove 
the "E" clip from the push rod and slide the 
spring assembly and rod out from the top. 

Fig. 5-"Gently" pry off cap from mechanical power 
valve push rod 
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Fig. 6-With "E" clip off, push rod can be removed 

TANGS HOLD VACUUM POWER 
PISTON IN PLACE 
The vacuum power piston requires no field 
adjustment as it is set at the factory. It should 
be checked if it appears sticky or rough You 
can remove it by gently prying on the retaining 
ring tangs with a small-bladed screwdriver. 
When reinstalling the piston, make sure you 
get all of the tangs properly seated to secure 
the retainer. It's a good idea to press and re
lease it a couple of times with your finger to see 
if it's secured. 

Fig. 7- Pry up retaining ring tangs to remove vacuum 
power piston 

FUEL INLET VALVE TORQUE AFFECTS 
FLOAT LEVEL POSITION 
Remove the fuel inlet valve from the main body 
and discard the gasket. The fuel inlet valve on 
the Holley 2280 has the same relationship to 
the float assembly as in our other carburetors. 

Fig. 8- Fuel inlet valve tightness affects float position 

That is. a slight change in the valve position 
causes a large change in the float level setting. 
In fact, there is about a ten-to-one ratio of 
movement between the fuel inlet valve and the 
floats. Be sure when you reinstall the valve to 
torque it to the proper specification. 

ENTIRE FLOAT ASSEMBLY SLIDES OUT 
The float assembly consists of two leak-proof 
and non-collapsible floats which are attached 
to a one-piece stainless steel arm having an 
adjustment tang. The float assembly pivots on 
a hinge pin retainer which fits into a cradle 
located inside the main body near the fuel inlet 
valve. A f I oat baffle is positioned between the 
floats and the adjustment tang. 

Remove the float assembly by lifting on the 
hinge pin retainer and on the float baffle. This 
lets the entire assembly slide out without put-

Fig. 9- Reinstall float assembly with baffle tabs down 
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ting any stress on the float arm. When reinstall
ing, make sure to place the float baffle with its 
tabs in the down position as you slide the hinge 
pin retainer into its cradle. 

CHECK MAIN METERING JETS 
With the float assembly removed giving you 
access to the main metering jets, check them 
for tightness so they won't leak. The main me
tering jets should be turned with a screwdriver 
which fits the jet slots snugly. Narrow-bladed 
screwdrivers can slip out of the slot and cause 
damage or distortion to the jet. 

USE CARE AND CA UTION 
WITH POWER VALVES 
Also located at the bottom of the float bowl are 
the vacuum and mechanical power valves. 
They require special care and caution when 
servicing to avoid getting the parts mixed up or 
damaged. Because both power valves are al
most identical in appearance and should not 
be interchanged, it's important to know their 
correct location. The mechanical power valve 
is located on the carburetor's vacuum-kick 
side, and the vacuum power valve is on the 
throttle-lever side. Initially, the only external 
identification marking to identify the two valves 
is the calibration number stamped on each 
brass seat. 

VACUUM KICK 

SIDE 

THROTILE LEVER 
SiDE 

Fig. 10-Mechanlcal and vacuum power valves must not 
be interchanged 

As a running change, the letters M (mechani
cal) and V (vacuum) will be stamped on the 
corresponding brass seat and also on the cast
ing near the threads for easier identif

!
cation. 

SPECIAL TOOL HAS SLOTTED BLADE 
Special tool C-4231 with its slotted blade pro
tects the valve needle during power valve re
moval and reinstallation. If you encounter a 
power valve that's tough to break loose, use a 
plastic hammer and lightly tap on the special 
tool handle to break the power valve loose. 

Fig 11 -Special tool C-4231 protects power valve 
needle during removal and reinstallation 

KEEP EACH ASSEMBLY TOGETHER 
Use care in handling the power valves not to 
bend or distort the needles as it could affect 
their movement when the springs are com
pressed. When you remove each power valve, 
be sure to record the calibration number 
stamped on the brass seat to help you identify 
each valve so you'll be sure to reinstall it in its 
original position. 

Fig 12- Record calibration number to identify and 
separate both power valves 
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NEEDLE LENGTH AND DIAMETER DIFFER 
Although the power valves appear to be identi
cal, the mechanical power valve needle is ac
tually 60 thousandths (.060) longer than the 
needle used on the vacuum power valve. The 
needles differ in diameter too, according to the 
calibration used on each carburetor. Again, 
don't interchange the power valves or any of 
their components as poor driveability will re
sult during part throttle and full throttle 
operation. 

VENTURI CLUSTER HAS LOCATOR PINS 
Two screws attach the venturi cluster to the 
main body. When you remove the venturi clus
ter and its gasket, you'll notice that locator pins 
are used again for easier gasket fitting. Invert 
the carburetor and drop out the accelerator 
pump discharge weight and ball check. When 
reassembling the carburetor, don t forget to 
reinstall the ball check and weight before you 
insert the venturi cluster. 

THOROUGHLY REMOVE STICKY GASKET 
After you have removed the four attaching 
screws, separate the throttle body from the 
main body. Be sure to pry against the carbure
tor instead of into the gasket for easier separa
tion. A sticky gasket is used between the two 
bodies and should be thoroughly removed. A 
plastic trim stick works fine without scratching 
either body surface. 

Fig. 13- Pry against carb to separate main body from 
throttle body 

© 

Fig. 14- Use trim stick to remove sticky gasket 

IDLE-MIXTURE RESTRICTORS 
The throttle body contains idle-mixture restric
tors similar to those introduced on our 1977 
carburetors As you know, these restrictors are 
small brass plugs with a precisely calibrated 
drilled hole. They limit the fuel mixture flow 
through the hole regardless of how far the idle
mixture screws are turned outward. Leaner 
idle-speed mixtures can be easily achieved by 
turning the mixture screws inward. 

t 
MIXTURE SCREW 

IDLE 
PORT 

Fig. 15- Idle mixture restrictors are precisely calibrated 

TAPER MUST BE SMOOTH 
Remove the plastic limiter caps and take out 
the idle-mixture screws and springs for clean
ing and inspection. If the screw taper is 
grooved or ridged, install a new idle-mixture 
screw. When you reinstall the idle-mixture 
screws, use your fingers to turn the screws 
lightly against their seats. As a starting point, 
turn both screws one turn counter-clockwise. 
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When the carb Is back on the car, be sure to 
adjust the mixture setting according to the pro
cedure found in the Service Manual and install 
the red service-limiter caps over the screws 
with the limiting tang against the maximum
rich stop. Be sure the caps are on straight and 
fully seated. 

LOCATOR PINS MAKE 
REINSTALLATION EASIER 
Place a new sticky gasket on the throttle body 
and reinstall to the main body. Again, locator 
pins are used to align the two bodies and help 
secure them in place for better stability and air 
sealing. Make sure you tighten the four attach
ing screws to their specified torque. 

FLANGE GASKET USES BATHTUB DESIGN 
The construction of the flange gasket may vary, 
but you'll see the familiar bathtub design. The 
flange gasket used on the Holley 2280 is inter
changeable with the one used on the 1978 
Carter two-barrel carburetors. 

FLOAT 
SETTING 

Fig 16- Flange gasket construction may vary, but 
familiar bathtub design is used 

2 
ADJUSTMENT----------------

The dry float setting method is used with the 
air horn removed and the carburetor placed on 
the bench. Before checking the float level, 
make sure the fuel inlet valve is tight. Specifi
cations call for 200 inch-pounds. 

MEASURING THE FLOAT HEIGHT 
Invert the main body to allow the weight of the 
floats to force the needle against the seat. Hold 
your finger against the hinge pin retainer to 
fully seat It in its cradle. Use a "T" type scale 
and measure the distance from the surface of 
the fuel bowl to the toe of each float. This 
measurement should be the same for each 
float. If it's not, bend either float arm to equal
ize the height. 

ADJUSTING THE FLOAT HEIGHT 
If a float level adjustment is necessary, bend 
the float tang toward the fuel inLet needle to 

lower the float level. To raise the float level, 
bend the float tang toward the baffle. 

Fig. 17 - Press against hinge pin retainer when 
measuring each float 
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EXTERNAL 
CARBURETOR 3 
ADJUSTMENTS---------------

SELECT THE SPECIFIED GAUGE 
With the carburetor reassembled, check the 
part number stamped on the main body flange 
and refer to the Service Manual in order to 
select the right gauges. Remember, with to
day's engines - carburetors require especially 
precise adjustments to deliver good 
driveability. 

Fig. 18- Part number is stamped on main body flange 

The following external adjustments can be 
done either on the bench or on the car: fast
idle cam position, choke vacuum kick, and 
choke unloader. 

FAST-IDLE CAM POSITION ADJUSTMENT 

Proper fast-idle cam position assures that dur
ing warm-up, the cam is repositioned properly 
for correct engine RPM to prevent stalling. To 
make this check, place the fast-idle speed 
screw on the second highest step of the cam 
and push the choke valve toward the closed 
position. Insert the specified gauge near the 
center between the choke valve and the air
horn wall You should feel a slight drag on the 
gauge as you move it up and down. 

© 

Fig. 19- Check fast-Idle cam position with adjusting 
screw on second highest cam step 

ADJUSTING CHOKE VALVE CLEARANCE 
If the clearance is too wide, you'll have to in
crease the connector rod length to decrease 
the choke valve clearance. If there's not 
enough clearance, you'll have to decrease the 
rod length to increase the clearance at the 
choke valve. You can adjust the connector rod 
length by opening or closing the U-bend until 
the correct choke valve clearance has been 
obtained. 

CHOKE VACUUM KICK A DJUSTMENT 

To check the vacuum kick setting, open the 
throttle, close the choke valve, and release the 
throttle to clear the fast-idle cam. 

Disconnect the vacuum hose at the carburetor 
and connect it to a hand-operated vacuum 
pump. Apply at least 15 inches of vacuum 
which causes the vacuum diaphragm to con
tract. Now apply sufficient closing force on the 
choke lever. Don't apply too much force or the 
diaphragm spring will bottom, causing the 
choke valve to close more than it should Once 
the diaphragm stem spring is compressed and 
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Fig. 20-Apply light closing pressure on choke valve 
when checking vacuum kick 

you feel a resistance to further movement, hold 
this position and insert the correct gauge be-

tween the choke valve and the air-horn wall. 

Remember, excessive clearance causes too 
lean a fuel-air mixture and results in engine 
stalling. Too little clearance between the gauge 
and air-horn wall will cause excessively rich 
mixtures, resulting in loading and in high ex
haust emissions during engine warm-up. 

ADJUSTING VACUUM KICK CHOKE 
VALVE CLEARANCE 
If an adjustment is needed, you can decrease 
the choke valve clearance by QP-ening the 
U-shaped diaphragm link, or increase the 
clearance by closing the link. Make sure you 
use a needle-nose pliers to hold the link while 
you adjust the U-bend. This prevents the link 
from becoming slightly twisted or distorted 
and interfering with correct choke operation. 

Fig. 21 -Adjust vacuum kick choke valve clearance by carefully closing or opening diaphragm hnk 
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CHOKE UNLOADER ADJUSTMENT 

This is commonly referred to as the "wide open 
kick" adjustment. The choke unloader oper
ates when the throttle valves are wide open to 
allow the right amount of extra intake air to 
enter the cylinders during engine cranking. 
This helps clear a flooding condition usually 
caused by improper starting procedures dur
ing cold engine start-up. 

EASY TO CHECK 
Hold the throttle lever in the wide open posi
tion and press against the choke lever, moving 
choke valve toward the closed position. Use 
the correct gauge and check the clearance. To 
adjust the setting, bend the unloader tang up 
or down as needed. 

Fig. 22- Hold throttle in wide open position when 
checking choke unloader setting 

Fig. 23- Bend tang to ad1ust choke unloader 

® 

THROTTLE POSITION TRANSDUCER (TPT) 
ADJUSTMENT 

Since this carburetor is used on engines 
equipped with the Electronic Lean-Burn sys
tem, the TPT should be checked and adjusted 
if necessary. Loosen the lock nut and place 
special tool C-4522 between the transducer 
and its mounting bracket. Adjust the trans
ducer by turning it clockwise or counter-clock
wise until the necessary fit is obtained. After 
the adjustment, tighten the lock nut securely. 

Fig. 24 - Special tool c-4522 sets throttle position 
transducer adjustment 

ON-THE-CAR ADJUSTMENTS 
The remaining carburetor adjustments are all 
done on the car and are made after curb-idle 
speed has been set. This is the recommended 
procedure for the Holley 2280 and all of our 
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Fig. 25- Vacuum port 1dent1f1cation 
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other 1978 carburetors. Make sure when you 
reinstall the carburetor on the engine to con
nect all the vacuum hoses. Check the label 
under the hood for the proper hose routing. 

CURB-IDLE SPEED ADJUSTMENT 

SET CURB-IDLE SPEED FIRST 
Set the curb-idle speed first before you adjust 
the fast-idle speed, the accelerator pump, the 
bowl vent or the mechanical power valve. This 
establishes the correct position of the throttle 
blades at idle which enables a more precise 
and accurate setting of these throttle-related 
adjustments for good driveability and proper 
emission control. 

Fig. 26- Adjust curb-idle speed to establish correct 
throttle blade pos1t1on 

Fig. 27-Ground idle-stop carburetor switch to cancel out any computer advance 

ADJUSTMENT PRE PARATIONS 
The engine should be at normal operating tem
perature, the air cleaner installed and the igni
tion timing should be at the basic timing set
ting. The transmission should be placed in 
neutral and the parking brake set. Make sure 

headlights and air conditioning are off. Use a 
jumper wire to ground the idle-stop carburetor 
switch so there will be no computer advance 
when you set the curb-idle. The propane
assisted idle adjustment method is used for all 
1978 vehicles. 
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USE PROPANE METHOD 
Check the emission control label for the en
riched RPM specifications and adjust the curb
idle speed screw. Once you have the throttle 
blades positioned correctly, don't touch the 
curb-idle speed screw again. Turn off the pro
pane, then adjust the mixture screws slowly, 
about 1 16th of a turn at a time, waiting a few 
seconds between turns for the engine to settle 
out. If you have to remove the factory limiter 
caps, be sure to replace them with the red 
service caps. Install the caps with the tang at 
the full rich position. 

FAST-IDLE SPEED ADJUSTMENT 

Lift the air cleaner to gain access to the idle
stop carburetor switch. Be sure not to discon
nect the vacuum hose from the spark control 
computer. Use a jumper wire to ground the 
carburetor switch to cancel out any computer 
advance. 

ADJUST SCREW ON CAM STEP 
Position speed screw on the second highest 
cam step and run the engine. Check the tach
ometer as you turn the fast-idle speed screw in 
or out as required. Open the throttle and repo
sition the screw on the cam step several times 
to check the adjustment. 

ACCELERATOR PUMP STROKE 
MEASUREMENT 

With the throttle at the correct curb-idle, you're 
ready to make this check. Remove the bowl 

BEND TO ADJUST/ 

Fig 28-Accelerator pump lever should be flush with 
air-horn surface 

® 

vent cover plate and spring. Place a straight
edge so it is touching the air-horn surface and 
is positioned right above the accelerator pump 
lever as in figure 28 The lever should touch the 
straightedge. If not, adjust the lever so it is 
flush with the air-horn surface by bending the 
accelerator pump connector rod. 

[.you adjust the accelerator P.UmP. stroke, both 
the bowl vent and the mechanical P.Ower valve 
adjustment are affected and must be reset. 

BOWL VENT VALVE ADJUSTMENT 

After adjusting the accelerator pump, reset the 
bowl vent valve with the throttle at the correct 
curb-idle. Measure the clearance between the 
bowl vent lever and the actuating arm so you'll 
know how much adjustment is needed. Use 
your finger to press down firmly on the actuat
ing arm while you insert the proper gauge be
tween the arm and the lever. Check the gap in 
the same manner as you would check spark
plug gap. 

Fig. 29-Apply firm pressure to actuating arm when 
checking bowl vent 

Another way of performing this measurement 
is to use one hand to press down on both the 
arm and the lever to seat the bowl vent valve 
and the other hand to insert the gauge be
tween the arm and the lever. 

BEND LEVER TANG TO ADJUST 
To adjust, remove the actuating arm with its 
retaining clip so you can get at the vent valve 
lever tang. With a needle-nose pliers, bend the 
tang as needed. Be sure to bend it evenly so 
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the actuating arm can contact it properly. Rein
stall the arm and the retaining clip and check 
your adjustment. 

MECHANICAL POWER VALVE ADJUSTMENT 

The mechanical power valve must be reset if 
the accelerator pump has been adjusted. To 
reset it, remove the retaining clip, the actuating 

arm and its pivot pin. Hold the throttle in the 
wide open position and insert an Allen wrench 
into the adjustment screw located in the accel
erator pump operating lever Push the adjust
ment screw down and release it to see if any 
clearance exists between the push rod and the 
screw. Turn the screw clockwise until no clear
ance exists. Back off one turn and the adjust
ment is set. 

Fig. 30- Hold throttle in wide open position when setting mechanical power valve adjustment 

HOLLEY 2280 -
SMOOTH & RELIABLE 
PERFORMANCE--------------

The new Holley 2280 carburetor is designed for 
smooth and reliable performance under all 
driving conditions. Knowing this carburetor 
thoroughly will enable you to perform the pre
cise and complete adjustments needed to 

maintain good driveability and proper emis
sion control. And let's not overlook one other 
very important thing . . . you'll be assuring 
complete customer satisfaction with Master 
Tech Service 
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INSTRUCTIONS: The first three questions are multiple-choice type. Circle the letter In front of the statement which you 

think is correct. For example, if your choice in question number 1 11 C, put a circle around it, like thrs ©. Questions 4 

through 10 are TRUE OR FALSE type. Put a mark after TRUE (8) if you think the statement Is correct. Put a mark after 

FALSE [BJ If you think the statement is incorrect. Be sure to write your name in the space provided. After completing the 

quiz, turn it in to your Meeting Leader. 

1. If you adju1t the accelerator pump stroke, then 
the followlng are affected and must be reset. 

A. Bowl vent valve and choke unloader ad
justments 

e:-trowl vent valve and mechanical power 
valve adjustments 

C Bowl vent valve, mechanical power valve, 
and choke unloader adjustments 

2. The vacuum power valve Is located on which 
aide of the carburetor? 

�ttle lever 
B Fuel inlet valve 
C. Vacuum kick 

3. When 1ettlng curb-Idle 1peed or fast-Idle 
speed, be 1ure to cancel out spark control 
computer advance by grounding the: 

A. Throttle position transducer 
--S:-ldle-stop carburetor switch 

C None of the above 

4 lt'a OK to Interchange the power valves 
providing you keep all their components 
together. / TRUE 0 FALSE ff 

s. The curb-Idle apeed screw has a slotted hex
head H opposed to the cross-head used on 
the fa1t-ldle speed acrew. 

_/ TRUE Ill FALSE 0 

6 The curb-Idle 1peed must be correct prior to 
performing the accelerator pump ad�tmenl 

TRUE E1°' FALSE 0 

7. To ralH the float level, bend the float tang 
toward the fuel Inlet needle. 

TRUE 0 FALSE er-
e. The accelerator pump cup Is serviced sepa

rately by using a screwdriver to separate It 
from the nylon plunger stem. 

TRUE 0 FALSE� 
g To Increase vacuum-kick choke valve lear

ance, cloH the U-shaped diaphragm II 

TRUE FALSEO 
10. The bowl vent valve Is adjusted by bending the 

vent valve lever tang with a n�e le-nose 
pllera. 

TRUE FALSEO 

NAME��������������������������������� 

UTMO IN U.S.A. 

f 
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